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B1 Comparison of Adjectives AD002 
 

Complete the sentences using the correct forms of the adjectives.  

 

1. The Nile is one of  ____________________   rivers in the world (LONG). 

2. This is ____________________  book I have ever read. (INTERESTING) 

3. A spider is sometimes ____________________  than a large snake. (FRIGHTENING) 

4. Mr Harper is ____________________  teacher in the whole school. He is even 

____________________  than my French teacher (BORING) 

5. A bike path is usually ____________________  than the lane of a road. (NARROW) 

6. People say women are ____________________  than men. (POLITE) 

7. A computer is much ____________________  than a pocket calculator. (EXPENSIVE) 

8. My sister is not as ____________________  as her mother. (TALL) 

9. Snowboarding is ____________________  than skiing (EXCITING). 

10. Children usually have ____________________  money to spend than teenagers. (LITTLE) 

11. July and August are normally ____________________  moths of the year (HOT) . 

12. Paul is ____________________  runner in our class . Nobody is ____________________  than 

he is. (SLOW) 

13. In this test she has made ____________________  mistakes than in the last one. (FEW) 

14. Sandra is ____________________  girl I know. (CLEVER) 

15. The film I watched yesterday was ____________________  than the one on Saturday 

(INTERESTING) 

16. Peter is ____________________  player on our team. He never gets anything right. (BAD) 

17. English is not as ____________________  as German but ____________________  than other 

languages (DIFFICULT). 

18. Bill works ____________________  than ever. He wants to get a promotion. (HARD) 

19. Mrs Simmons is ____________________  teacher I have ever met. (POLITE) 

20. This chair is not as ____________________  as the one in the living room. 

(COMFORTABLE) 
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KEY 

Complete the sentences using the correct forms of the adjectives.  

 

1. The Nile is one of  the longest   rivers in the world (LONG). 

2. This is the most interesting  book I have ever read. (INTERESTING) 

3. A spider is sometimes more frightening   than a large snake. (FRIGHTENING) 

4. Mr Harper is the most boring   teacher in the whole school. He is even more boring   

than my French teacher (BORING) 

5. A bike path is usually narrower  than the lane of a road. (NARROW) 

6. People say women are more polite / politer  than men. (POLITE) 

7. A computer is much more expensive  than a pocket calculator. (EXPENSIVE) 

8. My sister is not as tall   as her mother. (TALL) 

9. Snowboarding is more exciting  than skiing (EXCITING). 

10. Children usually have less  money to spend than teenagers. (LITTLE) 

11. July and August are normally the hottest  moths of the year (HOT) . 

12. Paul is the slowest  runner in our class . Nobody is slower  than he is. (SLOW) 

13. In this test she has made fewer  mistakes than in the last one. (FEW) 

14. Sandra is the cleverest / most clever  girl I know. (CLEVER) 

15. The film I watched yesterday was more interesting  than the one on Saturday 

(INTERESTING) 

16. Peter is the worst  player on our team. He never gets anything right. (BAD) 

17. English is not as difficult  as German but more difficult  than other languages 

(DIFFICULT). 

18. Bill works harder  than ever. He wants to get a promotion. (HARD) 

19. Mrs Simmons is the most polite / the politest  teacher I have ever met. (POLITE) 

20. This chair is not as comfortable  as the one in the living room. (COMFORTABLE) 

 


